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The Backfire

The Glory of Mary in Conformity with the Word of God

Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine

The Works of the Rt. Rev. Charles C. Grafton: Vocation; or,
The Call of the Divine Master to a sister's life, and other
writings of the religious life

Lost and Found
"This book is the honest struggles of a real person. I have learned
much from Andy and I hope you will find in this book what I have: the
journey of a man looking for God in the ordinary. It's a story of a
real man trying to make his life work after losing his job. It's the
story of a man trying not to 'fix things,' but to allow God. "Let me
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warn you this book is not a theological treatise. It is the story of a
man struggling to find God in the mire of everyday life. It's the
story of a man who often hasn't a clue as to what God is up to; yet
hanging on to the belief that God is doing something. In essence, it's
a story of a real life of faith." - Dick Baxter, Gainesville, Georgia

Carpentry and Building

Passages in the Life of Sir Lucian Elphin of Castle Weary:
Edited by His Sister

The Life and Letters of Lewis Carroll (Rev. C.L. Dodgson)
An angel was supposed to heal Janae's wounds, not transport her five
years into the future with no memory of how she ended up in a dingy,
rundown apartment, living a life she never wanted. The last thing she
remembered was wishing for a divorce. She's either suffering from
amnesia or she's gone completely insane. Janae had the perfect life
until the summer Lili drowned. Playing the blame-game for her
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daughter's death wrecked her marriage and alienated her surviving
children.How will Janae ever right her wrongs with her family when
every time she jumps back to the past, it only makes things worse?

Novels
What happens when you lose your religion? Kendra Fletcher,
homeschooling mom of eight, took pride in having it all together—the
right schooling, the right theology, the right church. Everything was
“right.” Then it all fell apart. Three of their children were taken to
the brink of death in a period of eighteen months. As wave after wave
of crisis hit their family, they learned that getting religion “right”
wasn’t a good substitute for a living relationship with a loving God.
As they learned about their misplaced identities and false hope, they
found that religion couldn’t save them–only Jesus. Only Jesus gives
the grace we need to survive and thrive. Only in Jesus will our lives
overflow with his grace, love, and mercy–spilling out over our
families like the life-giving good news it is meant to be. More than a
memoir, Lost and Found is a call to give up those things that hold us
in bondage and find the overwhelming grace and freedom of the cross.
Woven through the life-changing stories that forever altered Kendra
Fletcher’s family is an encouragement to readers to find their value,
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worth, significance, hope, and identity in Christ alone. Gripping true
story of how God heals physically and spiritually. The difference
between the gospel and merely being religious explained simply and
clearly using one family’s story. Clear direction on how to live with
freedom and joy despite challenging circumstances.

The People's Christ and Other Sermons

The Meaning of Grace

The Harvard Classics

The Ecclesiastic [afterw.] The Theologian and ecclesiastic
[afterw.] The Ecclesiastic and theologian [afterw.] The
Ecclesiastic

Man become Guilty, or the Corruption of Nature by Sinne,
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according to St. Augustine's sense. Written originally in
French by J. F. Senault and put into English, by Henry,
Earle of Monmouth
Few concepts are more important in Catholic theology than that of
grace, but most adult Catholics never move beyond a schoolchild's
understanding of grace. Charles Journet explores philosophy,
revelation and history to explain grace fully. Journet lays out both
the doctrinal development of grace and corrects persistent mistakes
that Catholics make about grace. He covers habitual grace, actual
grace, predestination, justification, merit, and much more. He even
includes a revealing exploration of Adam's earthly paradise and how
the nature of the Fall called forth God's response of grace.

Thoughts
Recounts the Protestant Episcopal Church's mission work in China in
the 1800s.

The Grace of Losing Your Job
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What does it mean to be Asian and Christian? Tom Lin provides twelve
inductive Bible studies for Asian Americans, exploring themes of
personal identity, parental expectations, perfectionism, shame, grace
and more.

Fundamentals of Catholic Dogma

A Round Table of the Representative Irish and English
Catholic Novelists

Steps Towards Reunion

Grace for Beginners

The Story of the Church in China
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The Living Age

The Christian's model

A Commentary on the Epistle of St. Paul to the Galatians, By
Martin Luther

Losing Face Finding Grace

Losing Grace
This book explores the meaning and value of God's grace expressed in
Jesus' cross as well as some common misconceptions concerning this
blessing.

The Life everlasting: in which are considered the
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intermediate life, the new body and the new world, the man
in heaven, angels, the final consummate life
What does it mean to be Asian and Christian? Tom Lin provides twelve
inductive Bible studies for Asian Americans, exploring themes of
personal identity, parental expectations, perfectionism, shame, grace
and more.

The Gospel magazine, and theological review. Ser. 5. Vol. 3,
no. 1-July 1874

The consolation of the devout soul. With an appendix on the
holy fear of God. Tr. by Georgiana, lady Chatterton
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